
 

 

Guarantee conditions 

Inverter ES - series 

 Manufacturer’s guarantee 

As the manufacturer of the ES-series of inverters, EFFEKTA Regeltechnik GmbH (hereafter called 
"EFFEKTA") grants an extended warranty of five years from the date of installation, however this is 
limited to a maximum of 66 months from the date of shipment from EFFEKTA. 

The manufacturer’s guarantee is supplemental but not in addition to any legal guarantees that apply on 
the seller for the buyer.  

These guarantee conditions particularly apply to all inverters of the ES-series, provided that no 
divergent individual contractual and written stipulations were agreed on between EFFEKTA and the 
customer.  

 Guarantee prolongation 

The guarantee can optionally be prolonged against a surcharge to 10 years from the date of installation 
(at most 126 months from shipment from EFFEKTA). The guarantee prolongation can be ordered at the 
latest six months after installation but however not more than 12 months after shipment by EFFEKTA. 
To prolong the guarantee it is necessary to give details of the serial number. After the above time 
limitations, it is not possible to prolong the guarantee. On the purchase of a guarantee prolongation, 
Effekta sends the customer a guarantee certificate for each inverter after delivery of the devices. This 
certificate is the only valid proof that the guarantee is prolonged.  

The guarantee prolongation applies to the following countries (inclusive islands):  
Germany, Spain, Portugal, France, Belgium, Austria, Switzerland, Czech Republic, Greece, Italy, 
England and Australia by agreement. 
 

 Procedure in the case of a defective  

If your device should show a defect or a malfunction during the guarantee period, please consult your 
specialist dealer or your installation company. The following information and documents are needed to 
register and process a complaint with EFFEKTA:  

- device type (e.g. ES 3300) and serial number 
- copy of invoice and guarantee document for the inverter 
- copy of the start-up protocol and start-up date 
- error message from the display and any other relevant information about the defect/failure     
- detailed information regarding the total system (modules/interconnections)  

- the documentation describing any previous complaint / exchange process (if applicable). 

After the complaint registration, EFFEKTA decides whether a repair is possible, or if corrective action 
can be recommended and will inform the customer how and where this action can be carried out, or 
whether the faulty device is to be replaced by an alternate device.  
No claims can be made for a replacement or repair of a device when the complaint is related to 
reduced energy yields. 
 



 

 

Guarantee, service, repair and exchange 
conditions 

Inverter ES - series 

If Effekta decides that a device is to be exchanged, then EFFEKTA immediately sends an alternate 
device. If it is necessary to return a device then it must be transported in the original packing or an 
equivalent and appropriate packaging.  

An exchange devices sent by EFFEKTA may be as old as the claimed device. It may also be in the 
same technical and physical condition. Corrective action having been taken, the unit has been 
generally overhauled. In the exchange process, the exchange device becomes the property of the 
customer and the faulty apparatus becomes the property of EFFEKTA. The remaining guarantee period 
of the claimed device is transferred to the exchange device.  

The remaining guarantee period always amounts to at least one year in the case of an improvement or 
repair or an exchange.   

If after the exchange process, the faulty apparatus is not given back to EFFEKTA within two weeks 
then Effekta will charge the actual valid price for the delivered exchange apparatus. If the receipt of the 
faulty apparatus is registered by EFFEKTA within a term of two weeks after issuing an invoice, then a 
corresponding refund or credit note will be issued.  

Troubleshooting on a defective inverter will begin within five working days from the day following the 
receipt of the complaint at Effekta. Complaints which relate to an insignificant loss of energy yield of the 
PV system can be dealt with later than after five working days.  

Subject to completion of the online product registration EFFEKTA will refund the responsible company 
an exchange flat rate of 70.00 € net for justifiable complaints that are made within the legally binding* 
guarantee period. For any further apparatus which is exchanged simultaneously in the same activity, a 
flat rate of 35.00 € net applies.  

The refund of the exchange flat rate is carried out against an invoice from the responsible company 
after agreement with Effekta. A refund is only carried out if the complaint is justified and if the required 
data is included with the invoice (old and new device number as well as details of the exchange date).  

 Limitations and Exclusion of Guarantee Claims:   

Performance related to guarantee claims can only be rendered by EFFEKTA if a copy of the invoice for 
the queried apparatus is presented and only when the details correspond to the details on the type 
plate. If a correct invoice cannot be presented then EFFEKTA reserves the right to decline the 
guarantee.  



 

 

 Guarantee, service, repair and exchange 
conditions 

Inverter ES - series 

In principle a guarantee is excluded when the device has been:  

- used outside specified parameters and conditions 
- installed or operated in an improper or non-compliant environment 
- operated with faulty safety device 
- subjected to unapproved changes in the apparatus or when a repair has been attempted 
- subjected to foreign influences and acts of god (e.g. thunder strike, overload, thunderstorm, fire etc.)  
- used when poorly ventilated 
- subject to non-observance of the appropriate safety regulation 
(VDE and others)  
- the subject of transport damage or damage caused by wrong 
installation 
- wrongly specified or incorrectly installed in a complete system 
- a "grey import" to countries for which the apparatus is not determined or 
authorized 

 Performance outside of the guarantee:  

Defective apparatus caused by the guarantee exclusions described above do not come under this 
ruling.  

If a customer should need a substitute inverter during the course of a repair then EFFEKTA can provide 
an apparatus against a fee. The lending charge is a flat rate of 100.00 € / net which covers the cost of 
the concluding technical checking of the apparatus and transport insurance. The carriage cost will be 
charged according to expenditure. If the apparatus should be given back damaged, the repair costs will 
be charged to the customer separately, according to the expenditure.  

If it be necessary to levy a repair cost outside the guarantee, this cost will be according to expenditure. 
If the customer agrees to a repair on-site, then the customer agrees to pay the cost of the service 
engineer in accordance with the Effect’s current rates. If the apparatus must be repaired at EFFEKTA 
factory, then the customer will be informed of an estimate of the cost before the repair is carried out. 
The repair of the faulty inverter is immediately carried out on approval of the costs and receipt of a 
repair order from the customer.  

The repair rates and associated costs valid at this time for work done outside the guarantee period are 
as follows: (from October 2011):  

- repair hour technician in the EFFEKTA factory (invoiced by quarter-hour):  85,00 €  

- working hour for a technician in transit (invoiced by quarter-hour):  85,00 €  

  
- motor vehicle costs (invoice by kilometer driven):  0.89 € 

  - material:  according to expenditure 
- expense of overnight stay and subsistence:  according to expenditure



 

 

Guarantee, service, repair and exchange 
conditions 

Inverter ES - series 

The prices are net and are plus the legally valid sales tax.  

 Overview: Who carries the cost of particular service incidents?  

Cost type 
The cost carried by: 

Legally binding 
guarantee* period 

during guarantee 
period 

after expiry of 
 the guarantee 

Apparatus exchange flat rate EFFEKTA -  Customer 

Dispatch exchange cost / spare parts EFFEKTA Customer Customer 

Transport of faulty apparatus to EFFEKTA EFFEKTA Customer Customer 

Costs of packing faulty apparatus EFFEKTA Customer Customer 

Repair expenditure at EFFEKA EFFEKTA EFFEKTA Customer  
according to  
expenditure 

   

Parts and materials EFFEKTA EFFEKTA 

Repair use on the spot EFFEKTA EFFEKTA 

Journey and travelling expenses EFFEKTA Customer Customer 

Fault diagnosis / cause observation EFFEKTA EFFEKTA Customer 

Administrative cost of service process EFFEKTA EFFEKTA Customer 

Lending apparatus cost (optional.)  -  -  Customer 100,00 €     

EFFEKTA’s flat rate for the exchange of an ES-series is valid during the legally binding* guarantee 
period.  

 EFFEKTA hotline 

Our hotline offers you a competent help around PV - inverter of EFFEKTA Regeltechnik GmbH - for all 
topics and questions. We can be reached in the Germany time zone 08.00 – 17:00h Monday to Friday.  
 
After-sales and service hotline for solar inverter: (AUSTRALIA 1300 919 682)  

 


